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Academy of Orton-Gillingham Practitioners and Educators 

(AOGPE) 

Associate-Level Training Program 

 

 

Who are we?  Literacy Nassau is a 501(c)(3), not-for-profit organization that has been 

assisting individuals with low literacy skills for the past 50 years. Thanks to a one million dollar 

grant from the John and Janet Kornreich Charitable Foundation, we have developed the 

infrastructure to bridge the gap between teacher training and student success for children with 

dyslexia and other language-based learning disabilities.  Our private tutoring center is 

completely donation-based, which sets us apart from other Orton-Gillingham practitioners 

because it eliminates the financial barrier that creates the cycle of poverty for those who 

cannot afford access to services like ours.  We believe everybody has the right to learn how to 

read, and money should not be an obstacle.  To that end, we provide 1:1, personalized, multi-

sensory instruction for children, delivered by professional educators who are either certified by 

(or in the process of becoming certified by) the Academy of Orton-Gillingham Practitioners and 

Educators (AOGPE).  The instruction can work for any child, but is particularly effective for 

children with dyslexia and other language-based learning disabilities. 

 

What is Orton-Gillingham (OG)?  OG is a multi-sensory approach that engages multiple 

pathways in the brain to help students learn to read and write. This means we use sight, 

hearing, touch, and movement to help students connect language with letters and words.  

Orton-Gillingham, developed by Samuel Orton (neuropsychologist) and Anna Gillingham 

(educator and psychologist), has been helping children with dyslexia for almost a century.     

 

OG is highly structured and breaks reading and spelling down into smaller skills involving 

letters and sounds.  These skills build over time.  There is a strong emphasis on understanding 

the how and why behind reading.  The English language can seem complicated but it is almost 

90% phonetically regular. This means that once we explicitly teach students the rules and 

patterns, they are able to decode words more successfully.   

 

Why isn’t OG offered in schools?  For years, New York schools have been denying students 

the proper treatment by failing to identify them with dyslexia and it is often not recognized until 

at least third grade.  Until recently, in New York, the term “dyslexia” was not even allowed to be 

included on a student’s Individualized Education Program (IEP).  Now, New York State law 

requires schools to recognize dyslexia, and other similar challenges, on students’ IEPs.  

Teachers need effective training and need to use a proven approach to guide their instruction.  

Unfortunately, state law does not mandate this training, taxes are already high enough, and 

school budgets are tight, so districts look for the least expensive alternative possible.  As a 

result, many schools use Wilson or other reading programs. 
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Orton-Gillingham is a scientific, research-based approach, not a program.  A program, like the 

Wilson Program, is curriculum-based and students can only continue through the program 

once they have shown mastery.  Many commercial reading programs are derived from the 

Orton-Gillingham approach but they do not offer the same structured flexibility. OG is needs-

based and students can take a variety of paths.  They continually review previously learned 

material while simultaneously being introduced to new concepts in a sequential manner.  Most 

importantly, it works for the children who fall through the cracks when pigeon-holed into a 

program like Wilson. 

 

What is Associate-Level certification?  The Associate Level of certification by the Academy 

of Orton Gillingham Practitioners and Educators (AOGPE) enables you to work with students 

in a school setting utilizing the Orton-Gillingham method under the continued supervision of an 

AOGPE Fellow.  This is the first level of certification and the process can take up to 17 months 

to attain.  However, it can be done in as little as 9 months.  We are here to help you gauge a 

time frame that works for you.  

  

Karen Micciche (Executive Director of Literacy Nassau) and Kim Nau (Regional Director) are 

both members of the AOGPE and they have achieved their associate level of certification. 

They are currently studying for their certified level and they are supervised by AOGPE Fellow, 

P.K. Sanieski, to assure adherence to best practices.  They are the day-to-day staff who will be 

here to support you on this journey. 

What will be expected of me?  To be selected for our program, candidates must demonstrate 

a sincere interest in learning the Orton-Gillingham approach and a dedication to completing the 

training program. Candidates will be interviewed and a bachelor’s degree is required. Below 

are the other requirements that must be met. 

 

 Candidates complete a week-long initial 30-hour course from August 19-23, 2019. 

 After completion, Karen Micciche and Kim Nau will work to match each candidate with 

an appropriate student for practicum work.   

 Candidates must complete a supervised, 100-hour practicum with a student who has 

dyslexia. Expect the practicum to begin in September.  

 Each candidate must create space in his/her personal schedule during after-school, 

evening, and/or weekend hours to consistently meet with a student three times a week 

at our facility in Wantagh for the unpaid practicum.  

 Candidates must schedule 10 observations (via Skype or in-person) with supervising 

AOGPE Fellow, P.K. Sanieski. 

 Candidates will be expected to create lesson plans for every tutoring session using 

Mrs. Sanieski’s lesson plan template. Lesson plans should be stored in a binder. 

Literacy Nassau staff may ask to review your lesson plans at any time.  

 Candidates must attend 6 additional 5-hour seminars (30 additional hours total) over 

the course of the 2019-20 school year.  Seminars are typically held on Saturdays. 

 Candidates will also be expected to complete all mandatory readings from the AOGPE 

Associate Level Reading List (enclosed) and write/submit a brief report on each 
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reading.  One-page summary reports (double-spaced and 14 pt. font) will be collected 

at each seminar meeting. 

 Monthly tutor meetings will be scheduled and you will be expected to attend. The 

purpose of these meetings is to offer support, guidance, share best practices, and 

troubleshoot any issues that might arise.  

 Tutors are expected to email Literacy Nassau OG Center Director, Kim Nau, about any 

scheduling changes or cancellations. 

 Upon completion of all requirements, candidates will be expected to complete and 

submit an application to the AOGPE.  Please note: There is an application fee of $175 

payable to the AOGPE which is non-refundable.   

 You will have 9 to17 months to complete the 100-hour practicum.  Applications can only 

be submitted to the AOGPE in either January or July. 

 Once you achieve your AOGPE certification, Literacy Nassau will refund your $750 

deposit.   

 If you are not meeting the expected requirements, Literacy Nassau can recommend 

that you leave the program, in which case you would forfeit your deposit. 

 

How does the tutoring work?  At a potential student’s intake appointment, Mrs. Nau or Mrs. 

Micciche will administer a comprehensive phonetic assessment called the Gallistel Ellis Test of 

Coding Skills, which is a test of decoding (reading) and encoding (spelling). The test takes 

anywhere from 45 minute to 1.5 hours, depending on the child.  At the conclusion of the test, 

results will be shared and discussed with the parent.  This is not a diagnosis as we are not a 

medical practice.  However, the results of this assessment can be used to inform instruction.  

Mrs. Nau and Mrs. Micciche will also discuss the child’s needs and match him/her with a tutor 

who will be starting an Orton-Gillingham practicum.  If there is no tutor available, the child will 

be placed on a waiting list.   

 

What can I expect for each lesson?  Each lesson is approximately 40-60 minutes and is 

customized for the student’s individual learning needs.  All materials and lessons are created 

by the tutor.  Lessons will be held after-school, evenings, and/or on Saturdays, three times a 

week for a minimum of 100 hours to fulfill the requirements of the tutor’s OG practicum.  

Parents are encouraged to be present at the lessons and are welcome to ask questions or 

request feedback.   

 

How much does the tutoring cost the parent(s)?  There is no set cost for Orton-Gillingham 

tutoring at Literacy Nassau.  This is what sets us apart.  Parents determine the price based on 

what they feel is the value of the tutor’s time and what they are able to donate. Typically, 

private tutors (who may or may not be AOGPE members), charge $75-$150 per lesson.  

Literacy Nassau’s suggested donation is $50 per lesson, which is tax deductible to the fullest 

extent of the law.  Donations are made by the parent(s) at the conclusion of each lesson 

by check made payable to Literacy Nassau. 
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What corrective action will be taken if I am unable to meet the requirements?  If you have 

questions or concerns about your performance, please speak to Literacy Nassau staff and/or 

your OG Fellow.  We are here to help you succeed and we may ask to review your lesson 

plans.  If we suspect that there is a greater issue, we will give you one month to address areas 

of concern and rectify the issue.  If the problem is unable to be resolved, we may ask you to 

leave the program. If you are asked to leave the program, you will forfeit your $750 deposit.   

 

What happens after I complete my Associate Level of AOGPE certification?  Once you 

complete your Associate level of certification, you may be offered the opportunity to join 

Literacy Nassau’s faculty at a pay rate of $25 per hour.  This is a lucrative opportunity as a 

second job for educators, as an “Act 2” for retirees, or as a full-time profession with a starting 

salary of $50,000 per year.  AOGPE certification is an incredible asset for an educator to have 

on his/her resume and is a tremendous value-plus for school districts, particularly considering 

the fact that the training has not yet been mandated by New York State. 

 

What pre-screenings should I be aware of?  Before being accepted to the program, 

candidates must complete a background check and pass a drug test.  Prior to meeting with a 

student for the first time, each candidate must complete a Mandated Reporter (child abuse 

prevention) course through the NYS Office of Child and Family Services. 

 

Where is Literacy Nassau?  All tutoring will take place in Literacy Nassau’s Tutoring Center, 

located at 1 Ivy Lane, Wantagh, NY.  For insurance reasons, we cannot send tutors out for 

home visits. 

 

Questions?  Contact Kim Nau at (516) 867-3580 or knau@literacynassau.org. 
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